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8. PRODUCTS ON 81, 83 AND X7 
In this section points of Sn are represented by unit complex numbers 
when n = 1, by unit quaternions when n= 3, and by unit Cayley numbers 
when n=7. 
On X1, X3, S7 we have in this way a standard product of type (1, l), 
induced by the ordinary complex, quaternionic and Cayley multiplication. 
Dots and powers always relate to the standard product, and the base- 
point e will be the identity. 
Consider the maps 
Mp,n,Qr:Sn~S=+Sn (n=l, 3, 7) 
defined by 
(8.1) M,,,(x, y)=xP.y$ Q&x, y)=(xr.y.~-r).y-~. 
Then M,,, is a map of type (p, q) and Qr is of type (0, 0). 
In view of (7.8) we have: 
(8.2) Lemma 
Let f: Sl xSi + Sr be a map of type (p, q). 
Then f is homotopic to n/r,,,. 
In the sequel of this section we assume that n= 3 or 7. 
Let u, V: S” x Sn + Sa be the maps given by 
u@, y)=x*y-x-l, v(x, y)=y, 
then 1,=d(u, V) generates nan(Sm) (see $ 9 of [12]). 
Furthermore we need the map w: 5’~ x Sn -+ Sfi, given by w(x, y) = y-l. 
Because of theorem (6.2) we have the relation : 
&$=d(u, v) =a( u. w, v. w) =&?(&I, e), where e is the constant map. Ap- 
plying now theorem (3.13), we obtain: 
(8.3) d(Qp, e)=rk. SO d(e, Qr)= -r&z by property (3.8). 
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(8.4) Theorem 
Let n=3 or let n=7. 
Let f : Sn xSn --f Sn be a map of type (p, q). 
Then there exists an integer r, such that f is homotopic to M,,,. QT. 
PROOF : By the homotopy extension theorem there exists a map 
f’: SnxSn -G-S% such that f’ -f and f’jZ=M,,,IZ. 
Since An generates zsn(Sn), d(f’, M,,,)=rA, for some suitable integer r. 
Now (8.3), theorem (6.2) and the fact that e is the identity enable us to 
write down: 
&f’, M~,~-Q~)=d(f’-e, MM. Qr) = d(f’, M,,,) + d(e, Qr) = r& - rl, = 0. 
so f’ - MP,a-Qr and thus f N MD,,-&,. Q.E.D. 
Remark : Since zzts(Ss) = 21s and zia(S7) = Zrso (see Chapter XIV of 
[14]), it follows easily from lemma (7.7) and from theorem (8.4): 
For any pair of integers p, q there are exactly 12 homotopy classes of 
products of type (p, q) on S’s, and 120 of them on X7. Representative 
products of these classes are M p,n.Qr, where O<r<ll when n=3, and 
OGrc119 when n=7. 
9. THE REFLECTING PRODUCT ON Sn 
Euclidian (n + 1)-space Rn+r is embedded in Hilbert space R in the 
usual way. On R*+l we have the usual inner product, given by (x; y) = Zxiyi, 
where x=(x1, . . . . xn+i), y=(yl, . . . . yrt+r). Thus Sn is the subspace of Rat+1 
in which (x; x)=1. 




v(x, y)=x.y= --+2(x; y)x x, y ES”. 
If n is not specified to be 1, 3 or 7, then a dot always relates to this 
reflecting product. 
By the notation x(l) .x(‘) .x(3)* . . . .xcnz) we shall always mean 
x(l). (x(Z) . (x(3). ... .x(m) ) )* 
It is straightforward from (9.1) to verify the following properties of 
the reflecting product : 
(9.2) x.x=x, x-x-y=y, (x.y)-x=x-y.x-2 for all x, y, x ES”. 
To avoid much writing we want to make clear some notations. Let 
f(z, y, e) and g(z, e) be explicit formulas in x, y, z, e. 
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Then by writing down Yt5,&(x, y, e) and yzg(x, e) we denote the maps 
P: Sn x Sfi -+ ~54% and G: Sfi -+ Sn which are defined by F(x, y) =/(x, y, e) 
and G(x) = g(z, e) respectively. 
Furthermore, instead of x-y we shall often use the notation S%y, where 
S, is conceived as an operator. 
For example : [S,S,]sy =x. e .x.e.x. e. y and v = j’tz,y)x .y. 
(9.3) Definition 
The set of (x, y, e)-expressions will be the smallest set B, satisfying 
the following conditions : 
(i) e, x, y E B, 
(ii) for any two elements a, b E B we have aa b E B. 
(9.4) Definition 
A compound reflecting product (c.r.p.) a on Sn is a map 01: ~57% x Sn + Sfi, 
such that the explicit form of 01(x, y) is a (x, y, e)-expression. 
Ycz,&x.e).(x.y).x and Ytz,y)x.y.e.x.e, for example, are c.r.p. 
In the sequel we shall assume that the explicit form of a c.r.p. 
is written down without brackets, in the sense of the notation 
above (9.2) This is always possible because of the third property 
of (9.2). 
(9.5) Definition 
The length of a c.r.p. is the minimum number of factors which 
are necessary to write down the explicit form as a (x, y, e)-expression 
without brackets. 
(9.6) Definition 
A simple compound reflecting product (s.c.r.p.) on Sn is a c.r.p. on 
Sn such that in the explicit form (without brackets) there occurs 
no x between any two occurrences of y, and no y between any 
two occurrences of x. 
(9.7) Theorem 
The reflecting product on Sn is of type (2, - 1) when n is odd, 
and it is of type (0, 1) when n is even. 
PROOF: It is not hard to verify that the map yye. y has degree ( - l)n. 
Now consider the map Ysx.e. Notice that x.e= -e if (x; e)=O. 
Next consider the maps f, g : Sn + Sn, defined by : 
/(x)=x-e when (x; e)>O, g(x) = -e when (x; e) > 0, 
f(x)= -e when (x; e)<O, g(x)=x.e when (x; e)<O. 
It is easily verified that (f}= In in x~(S~), and that g(x) =/( -x). Since 
yz-x has degree (-1) fi+r, it follows that (g> = ( - l)n+&. 
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Furthermore {YZx.e) = (/}+ {g} in ntn(S”), so ysx. e has degree 1 + ( - l)m+i. 
Q.E.D. 
The map y~~,~,y is of type (0, l), so we may ask whether ycZ,Y/)x.y is 
homotopic to y~~,~)y (of course only in case n is even). 
In order to answer this question, we need some results on rotation 
groups. 
Let %+I be the rotation group of@. In $ 6 of [15] G. W. Whitehead 
introduces the canonical map C,: Sn -+ Rn+l. Cn induces a map 
which is delined by 
C$pnxSn+Sn 
Q&G Y) = (G&))(Y). 
From the definition of C, it is easy to verify that 
(9.8) the map Ci is homotopic to the map YcZ,Ujx.e.y. 
In Q 9 of [16] G. W. Whitehead shows that J{Cn}= & [~%+l, bn+l], where 
J(Cn}={G(C~)> by the definition of J in (5.12) of [16]. For clearness sake 
we notice that the map f, defined in (9.3) of [16], is just the canonical map. 
Applying now (4.3), (4.6) and (9.8), we obtain: 
(9.9) c(Y(~,Y)x.e.y)=c(Y(~,,)x.(e.y))=(-l)nc(Y(~,l/)x.y)= IL [h+l,h~+ll. 
If n is even, then [Ln+i, Ln+r]= - [Ln+l, ~n+l] by (3.3) of [19]. 
If n is odd, it follows from the appendix that the Hopf invariants 
Hc(Y(~,,)x.y) and. H[cn+l, Ln+l] are equal. 
Therefore the following theorem is a consequence of (9.9). 
(9.10) Theorem 
Let h+l be the positive generator of an+i(Sn+i). 
For the reflecting product on Sn applies: 
c(Y(~,@*y)= [bz+l, h+l] in n2n+l(Sn+l). 
(9.11) Corollary 
a. Let n be even, but nf 2,6. (We exclude the case n=O). 
Then the reflecting product ytZ,Y)x.y on 8% is not homotopic 
to the projection to the second factor yc2,y,y. 
b. For n=2 and for n=6 the maps yg,U)x.y and ‘l’ts,lI,y are 
homotopic. 
PROOF: In view of (9.7), (7.6) and (7.7), ‘~‘t~,~)x.y is homotopic to 
ycZ,2/jy (n even) if, and only if their Hopf suspensions agree. Since 
~‘I’cw,Y) = 0 by (4.7), our object is to determine when c(~~~,~)x.Y) is zero. 
In Theorem 1.1.1 of [l], J. F. Adams proves that [&%+I, Ln+r] = 0 if 
and only if n= - 1, 0, 2 or 6. Because of this fact, the corollary follows 
from theorem (9.10). Q.E.D. 
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(9.12) Lemma 
a. For all x, y E Sn applies: 
[S,&]kSZ: y=( [~!&&]*(k+l) e) .y if k is odd, k>O, 
= ( [fL&]+k x) * y if k is even, k> 0. 
b. If n is odd, then for maps Sn --f Sn applies : 
j’,[S,S,]fe has degree Sj (j>O), 
‘fz[S,Se]~x has degree 2j+ 1 (j>O). 
c. If n is even, then the maps under (b) have degree 0,l respectively. 
PROOF: 
a. We only discuss the case k is odd. In case k is even, the proof is fully 
analogous. The assertion is proved by induction on k. If k= 1, we have 
to prove that S,S,S, y= (&S,e).y. This is immediate from (9.2), for 
Assume now that the assertion is valid for some odd k, then we have 
by (9.2): 
[SzSe]k+~Szy=S~Se[S~SSe]~SzSeSsy=x-e~ [S,S,]kSz(e-x.y)= 
= x - e - ( [S,S,]*(lG+l) e) . e. x - y =x. (e . [S,Se]t(k+l) e) . x . y = 
=(~-e-[&&,]~(~+~) e).y=([&&]f(k+3) e). y, 
which proves the induction. 
b. 
c. We only prove the first assertion of (b), for the rest is proved in a 
similar way. We use induction on j. 
If j= 0, then there is nothing to prove. 
Suppose now that y5[SzS,]je has degree 2j for some j, so its homotopy 




={YZx~e)+(Y~[S~Se]~e}=2rn+(2j)~,,=2(j+1)~n (n odd), 
which proves the induction. Q.E.D. 
Let n be odd, and let vn= [qn, la] be the Whitehead product between 
generators Yjn, Ln Of &+i(Sn), n,(S%) respectively. 
We remark that 2v,= 0 if n is odd, for zs(Si) = 0 and ~n+l(S~) G Zz 
when n>3. 
(9.13) Lemma 
Consider the reflecting product on Sn, where n is odd. 
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Then in zzsn(S”) (m is odd) the following relations are valid: 
(1) d(Y(,,,p+e,y.e, Y(z,Y)y.e.x-e)=vn. 
(2) d(Y(z,y)x-y.e, Y(z,y)e-y.x.e)=vn. 
(3) d(Y(s,y)UkVze, Y(z,y)VzUke)=~h, 
where U=S,S,, V =SZ/Se, and rE, 1 are integers (k, I> 0). 
(4) d(Y(s,2/)UkSeV1e, Y(,,,)S,VzS~Uke)=Iclvn, 
where the notations are the same as above. 
PROOF : Item (1) is proved by James in 8 6 of [ll]. 
(2) follows from (1) by replacing y by (e.y), for because of (3.12), (3.13) 
and because of the fact that the map yye. y has degree - 1 (n is odd), 
we obtain from (1): 
But -wn=wlz (n is odd), x.e.(e.y).e=x.y.e and (e.y).e.x.e=e.y.x.e, 
hence (2) is immediate from (*). 
Concerning the items (3) and (4), we prove only (3) in case E is odd 
and 1 is even. In the latter case there exist integers i, j such that k = 2i + 1 
and 1=2j. 
In item (1) we replace x by Uix and y by Vje. 
Then we obtain from (1): 
But by (9.12) (a) we have 
( UZx) . e . ( Vje) . e = U2iS,Se VWISye = 772i+l VW,, 
and in the same manner ( VJe) . e. (U(x) .e = VWJ2~+1e. 
Thus it follows from (**) that item (3) is valid when k is odd and 1 
is even. In an analogous way one proves (3) for all other possible choices 
for Ic and 1. In exactly the same manner one proves that (4) follows from (2). 
Q.E.D. 
Remark : The type of a c.r.p. on Sn (see 9.4)) is easily determined 
with the help of lemma (9.12) (b) (c) and the consideration that if f : Sn --f Sn 
has degree p, then e. f : Sn + Sn has degree p when n is even, and it has 
degree -p when n is odd. 
(9.14) Theorem 
Let n be odd. 
Let a be a c.r.p. on Sn of type (p, q), where p, q are both even. 
Then there exists a s.c.r.p. ,8 on Sn, such that d(ol, j3)=vn or 0. 
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PROOF : We prove the theorem by induction on the length Z(LX) of 01. 
Notice that p, q are both even, if and only if in the explicit form (without 
brackets) of 01 the last factor is e. This follows easily from (9.12) (b) (c). 
If Z(B) ~3, then there is nothing to prove. 
Suppose now that the theorem is true for any c.r.p. of length 1, 2, . . . 
up to and including L. Let cx be a c.r.p. of length L+ 1. So there exists 
an explicit form (without brackets) for CC(X, y) with L+ 1 factors. Then 
there are 3 possibilities: 
(i) : ci=e.n’, (ii) : oc = (y~~,~jx). LX’, (iii): oc= (y~~,~jy) .01’, 
wherein a’ is a c.r.p. of type (p’, q’), p’ and q’ both even, and of length 
E(d) Q L. 
So there is a s.c.r.p. ,f3’ such that d(ol’, P’)=vn or 0. 
For the explicit form of /3’(x, y) there are 8 possibilities: 
(1) P’(x, y) = [fLfLli [&AC# e 
(2) P’(x, y) =&[&&Ii [fJ,&l~ e 
(3) b’(x, y)= [fLSeli&[&&$e 
(4) B’(x, y) =~e[&&liSe[&ALl~ e 
(5, 6, 7, 8) The above formulas with x and y interchanged. 
As an example, we discuss only the combination (iii), (2). 
So 01(x, y) =y.o~‘(x, y), j3’(x, y) =S,[S,S,]~[S,S,]~ e and d(ix’, /I’) =vn or 0. 
Define the mapp”: XI, xSn+Sn by ,!Y’(x, y)=S,[S,S,]~[S,Se]~e. By (6.3) 
and (9.13) (3) we have: 
d(P’, ,8”) =d(j’c,,,yS,UiVje, Y(Z,,+W~Uie) = 
=d(j’cz,,,e. UiVfe, j’cz,l/,e. ViUie) = 
= -d(j’(,,,,UiVje, y (z,y)VjUte)=v, or 0, for -v.~=v~ (n is odd). 
Furthermore d(ol’, /3’)=vn or 0, so d(ol’, /3”)=vn or 0 by (3.8). 
Now define the map /3: Sn xSn + Sn by p(x, y) =y.,Y’(x, y); it is clear 
that ,8 is a s.c.r.p. 
Moreover, using (6.3) again, we obtain: 
d(a, 6’) = d((Y(w,d . a’, (y(z,y,y).p”)= -d(a’, B”)=v, or 0. Q.E.D. 
From (4.4), (4.11) of [6] it follows immediately that the following 
conclusions are valid : 
(9.15) v1=0, v4k-1= 0, v4k+l# 0 (7c > 1). 
Therefore, in view of (3.7), theorem (9.14) may be specialized to 
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(9.16) Corollary 
Let 01 be a c.r.p. on Sn of type (p, q) where p, q are both even. 
If n= 1 or if n= 4k - 1, then there exists a s.c.r.p. ,3 on Sn, such 
that the maps 01, b: Sn x Sn -+ Sfi are homotopic. 
Remark : Corollary (9.16) can not be extended to the case n= 41% + 1 
(I%> 1). We construct a counter-example. 
Consider the c.r.p. 01: S4”+i x Sat+1 --f SJk+l, given by 01(x, y)=y.z.y.e. 
01 is of type (- 2, 4), so the only s.c.r.p. that may be homotopic to 01 are 
P=Ycx,vg.e.y.x.e and Y=j’cs,y,e.x.y.e.y.e. However /3(x, Y)=(Y.e).x.e 
and ~(~,y)=e.x.(y.e).e. Therefore it follows from (9.13) (2) that 
d(/3, y) = 2wn = 0, so ,d N y. On the other hand we have by (9.13) (2) : 
4h B)=d((Y(~,yf~)'(Y(s,y)~.~.e), (Y(2,y)~).(Y(z,y)e.~.~.e))= 
= -d(y(,,,)x-y-e, Y(z,y)e.y.x.e)= -Wn=Vn#O. 
Hence, by (7.5), 01 and p are not homotopic. 
Remark : Let n be even. Then a c.r.p. on SW of type (p, q), where p, q 
are both even, is necessarily of type (0, 0). This follows from (9.12) (c). 
(9.17) Theorem 
Let 01: Sfi x Sn -+ Sn be any c.r.p. of type (0, 0). LX is homotopic 
to the constant map e:SnxSn+Sn if n=l, n=4k-1 and if n 
is even. 
PROOF : 
a. n=l or n=4k-1. 
According to corollary (9.16), there is a s.c.r.p. ,6 on Sn such that 
01 N p, hence p is also of type (0, 0). However a s.c.r.p. of type (0, 0) 
equals the constant map e when n is odd, as is easily verified from 
(9.12) (b). Thus ,4=e, and hence LX we. 
b. n is even. 
Suppose we have an explicit form without brackets for 01, consisting 
of m factors, the last factor being e because of (9.12) (c). Let m 9 1. 
As Y(z,y,~.e, Y~z,V~y.e and Ycz,y)e.e are homotopic to j’cz,z/)e (n is even), 
o( is homotopic to a c.r.p. ,4 which consists of m- 1 factors, the last 
one being e. Iterating this process, we deduce that CG is homotopic to 
the constant map. Q.E.D. 
Remark : Also theorem (9.17) can not be extended to the case n = 4k + 1 
(h> 1). A counter-example is ‘~‘~~,~)y.x~e.y.x.e. In view of (9.13) (2) and 
(6.3) we have: 
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Hence d(yc,,,,y.x.e.y.x.e, Ytz,v)e)=V4k+l, since y.x.x.y.e=e. Because of 
the non-triviality of v&+1, it follows from (7.5) that Y~~,~)y.~.e.y*x.e is 
not homotopic to the constant map. 
(9.18) Lemma 
Let n be even. Then for maps Sfi x Sn -+ Sn we state the following 
properties : 
(1) Let f : Sn x Sn + Sn be an abitrary map. 
Then the map e. f is homotopic to f. 
(2) ytz,Y,y.x.y is homotopic to ‘~‘c~,~)x.y. 
y~~,~)x. y-x is homotopic to y~~,~)y.x. 
PROOF : 
(1) If n is even, then the reflecting product v on SW is of type (0, 1). 
Hence the map v”: Sn + Sn, given by v”(z) = e .x, has degree 1. 
Therefore v” is homotopic to the identity map on AS’%. Statement (1) 
is now an easy consequence of the fact that the map e. f is just the 
composite Sn x Sn L SW Z Sn. 
(2) ol=‘l’(,,,~y.x.y and /3=y(s,Y~x.y are both of type (0, l), so, by (7.6) 
and (7.7), they are homotopic if and only if their Hopf suspensions 
are equal. 
Consider the map pr2 =y~~,~)y. There exists a map y : 6’1~ x Sn + Sn 
such that y -17~ and ylZ=,5[Z. Applying (6.2) (p=O, q=l), we 
obtain: d(P, y) =d(pra.a, prz-prz-71)=&a, pr2. y). 
Because of (4.4) the relation above leads to the equation c(y) -c(b) = 
=c(prz.y)-c(a). However c(y)==c(pr2.y)=0, since ~~prs (see (4.7)). 
Hence c(01) =c(p), which proves the first part of statement (2). The 
second part of (2) is now immediate. Q.E.D. 
Let 01 be a c.r.p. on S n, where n is even. Consider an explicit form for 01. 
Using (9.17) and applying repeatedly (9.2) and (9.18), we obtain: 
(9.19) Corollary (see also corollary (9.11)) 
Let oc be a c.r.p. on Sn, where n is even. 
Then 01 is homotopic to at least one of the following c.r.p.: 
Let E be a subset of xsn(Sn) such that nsn(Sn) is generated by the 
elements of 5. 
Because of (3.9) for any t E E there exists a map ft : ~3% x Sn + Sn such 




Let n be odd, but suppose that n# 1, 3, 7. 
Let g: Sfi x Sn --f S” be a map of type (p, q). 
Then the map gee is homotopic to a map N-T, where N is a s.c.r.p. 
on Sn of type (P, q), and T: Sfi x Sn-tSn is a composition of reflecting 
products wherein the elementary factors are only e and ft (5 E 5). 
Instead of proving this theorem, we shall demonstrate an example. 
In the first place we remark that the product pq must be even; this follows 
from the theory of the Hopf invariant. 
Suppose now that g is of type (2, 3). 
Let N be defined by N(x, y)=X.e.y.e.y (x, y ES~). 
Next we choose a map g’ : Sn x Sn+Sn such that g’ - g and g’lz1= NlZ. 
Suppose that d(g’, N) = h - 362 + 26% (51, 52, 63 E 5). 
Put T=fe,.e.(e.fe,).e.(e.f*z).e.(e.fe,).e.fe,.e.fSS.e. Applying (6.3) re- 
peatedly, we obtain: d(e, T) = 2%1- 662 + 4&. 
By (6.3) we have now: d(g’.e, N.T)=2d(g’, N)-d(e,T)=O. Then it 
follows from (3.7) that g’.e N N-T, so g.e N N.T. 
In the following theorem we gather some results. 
(9.21) Theorem 
(i) Let n be odd and let p, q be both even. 
Then for every c.r.p. 01 on S n of type (p, q) there exists a 
s.c.r.p. /? on Sfi such that d(ol, ,B)=w, or 0 (see (9.14)). 
(ii) Assume that n= 1, n = 4k-- 1 or n is even. Furthermore let p, q 
be both even. 
Then all c.r.p. on Sfi of the same type (p, q) are homotopic. 
(iii) Let n be even, but n # 2 and n# 6. 
Then ytz,Ulx.y is not homotopic to y~~,~,y (see (9.11)). 
(iv) Let n=2 or n=6. 
Then y(s,y)~.y is homotopic to ycz,l/jy (see (9.11)). 
(v) Let n be even. 
Then a c.r.p. on Sfi of type (0, 1) is homotopic to j’~~,~/)x.y 
or to j’tz,y,y; a c.r.p. on Sfi of type (1, 0) is homotopic to 
Yb,u)~-~ or to Y(z,u)x (see (9.19)). 
PROOF\ We have to prove only item (ii). 
Suppose that the conditions in item (ii) are fulfilled. 
Let 01 and j? be c.r.p. on Sfi of the same type (p, q). 
Let DI(X, y)=zr.zs . . . znz.e be an explicit form without brackets, wherein 
each xi stands for x, e or y. 
Then the maps e=Yc,,,,z,.x,-1 . . . z~.z~.oI(x, y) and 
~=Y(z,~)~rn~~rn-l a.. X2*74*/3(X, y) 
are both c.r.p. of type (0, 0). Therefore y -e by (9.17). Hence the maps 
~=Yg&l~~2..* 2m.e and~=Y~z,y~zl~zs . . . Zm*y(x, y) are homotopic. Q.E.D. 
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10. SOME REMARKS ON MAPS SnxS*xSfi+Sfi. 
Given a map f:SnxSnxS n + Sn, we may ask whether there exist 
maps g, h : Sfi x Sn --f Sfi such that f is homotopic to g 0 h, where the map 
is defined by 
(10.1) 
g 0 h: SnxSnxS”+Sn 
(g 0 h)(x, Y, 4 =g(x, hk/, ~1). 
In this section we only give a summary of necessary conditions in 
order that f is homotopic to g 0 h. 
I don’t know if these conditions are sufficient. 
Foramapf:SnxSnxSn --+ Sn we consider the sections fl, f2, f3: Sn --f ~9% 
and f12, f13, f23: Sn xSfi --f Sn which are defined by: 
(10.2) f&4 = f(X, e, e) 
f2(4 = f(e, x, e) 
f3(4 = f(e, e, 4 
f12h Y) =f(x, Y, e) 
f13(X, Y) =f(~, e, Y) 
f23b Y) =f(e, x, Y) x, y ES”. 
The type of the map f will be the triple (~1, p2, p3), where pi is the 
degree of fi (i= 1, 2, 3). 
(10.3) Lemma 
Let f : Sn xSn x 13% + Sn be a map of type (~1, p2, ~3). 
Let g, h: Sn x Sn -+ Sn be maps of type (al, q2), (rl, r2) respectively. 
If f - (g 0 h), then p~=ql, PZ =q2n, ana p3=42~2. 
Remark : Suppose that 12 # 1, 3, 7 and let f be of type (1, 2, 2). Then 
it follows from (10.3) that there exists no pair of maps g, h such that 
f N (g 0 h). For let f - (g q h), then either g is of type (1, j, 1) and 
h is of type (i 2, f 2), or g is of type (1, & 2) and h is of type (rt 1, & 1). 
However, by the theory of the Hopf invariant, there exists no map 
SnxSn+Sn of type (& 1, & 1) unless n=l, 3 or 7. 
If f N (g 0 h), then the following conditions must be fulfilled: 
and 
f 12 - Y(2,y)s(x, h(y, e)), f13 - ‘&,~)g(c We, YH 
f 23 - %d7b% h(x9 Y))- 
Applying now (4.5), (4.6) and (4.8), we obtain: 
(10.4) Lemma 
Let f : Sn x Sn xSn + Sn be a given map. 
Let g, 12: Sn x Sn + Sn be of type (ql, qz), (rl, r2) respectively. 
If f - (g 0 h), then the following equations are valid in nzn+&!3n+l) : 
c(fl2) = w(g), c(f13) = r2c(g), c(f23) = (qzLn+l) 0 c(h), where Ln+l is the 
positive generator of 76n+l(Sn+l). 
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For a map f:XfixSnxX 12 -+ Sn we consider a special kind of Hopf 
suspension, namely the map 
Gz3( f) : 8% x f2n+2 -+ Sn+3 
which is defined by 
(10.5) G2df)(X, (Y, 2, t))=dn(f(x, Y, ~1, t), 
where x, y, x E S” and (y, x, t) E fsn+s as in (4.1), (4.2). 
(10.6) Lemma 
For maps g, h: 6’9~ xSn + Se we have: G&g 0 h) - (E’g) 0 (Oh), 
where E’g : ~9% x S n+l + Sn+i is a right suspension of g, and where 
the map (E’g) 0 (Gh) : 25’” x fsn+s --f Sn+i is defined by 
[(E’s) 0 (Gh)](x, u) = E’g(z, Gh(u)) (x E Sn, u E &+2). 
PROOF : According to (10.1) and (10.5) we have: 
[G23(g q h)l(x, (Y, X, t))=dn((g q h)(x, ~2 z), t)=dn(g(x, h(y, z)), t), 
while 
[(E/g) 0 (Gh)l(x, (Y, ~2 f))=E’d~ dn(Q, 21, t)). 
Notice that these two maps are the same when t = 0, and that both of 
them map the subspaces of S” x fsn+s in which t > 0, t < 0 into E”++l, E?l 
respectively (see 0 1 and $ 5). 
Therefore G&g 0 h) and (E’g) 0 (Oh) are homotopic. 
Since the map (E’g) 0 (Gh) is just the composite 
Q.E.D. 
#nXf2n-t2 Z> Sn x Sn+l !C!.+ Sn+l, 
where i: Sn -+ Sn is the identity map, we obtain from (4.3), (4.6) and (5.3): 
(10.7) c((E’g) 0 (Gh)) =c(E’g) o (( - l)nP+l{Gh}) = 
=Ec(g) o ( -E”+%(h)) = - E(c(g) o E%(h)). 
From (10.6) and (10.7) we deduce the following lemma: 
(10.8) Lemma 
Let f:SnxSnxSn +Sn and g,h:SnxSn+P be maps. 
If f - (g q h), then we have in ~~3~+2(S”+2) : 
c(Gmf) = -&c(g) o E%(h)). 
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11. APPENDIX 
ON THE HOPF INVARIANT 
Let P be an oriented simplicial complex. 
Let b be the duality operator with respect to the orientation of P, 
and let 5D denote the operator ob, such as defined in [4]. 
Let Q be another simplicial complex, and let 
f:P+Q 
be a simplicial map. For each integral i-cochain 4 of Q and for each 
integral i-chain ci of P we have the important relation: 
(z&f)@ =?#(fc& 
where uif denotes the image of ui under the cochain map defined by f. 
Assume that there are given in P=Sr two cycles cd and I&, such that 
i+j=r-1, i#O, j#O. 
Then there is defined a linlcing number v(ci, di) in the following way: 
Let cg = ?6’,+r for some chain Ci+r and let di= E+rb for some cochain 
iV+l. We put: 
v(ci, dj) = lcWYr+l. 
Notice that v(ci, dj) is just the intersection number $J(Ct+r, dj) as defined 
in chapter XI of AH. 
Instead of Ssn-1 we consider jsfi = 1% x Ifi+ ( - l)ndn x 1%. 
In .@n we compute the linking numbers 
~(1% x a, b x Ifi) and v(b x In, fm x a), 
where a, b are fixed interior points of In. 
For a point x E In, let E,, denote a l-chain of In, such that a kes = [x] - [e]. 
It is not hard to see that the following results are valid: 
(11.1) v(fnxa, bxfn)=y)((-l)m--lfnxk,,+Inxe, bxjn)= 
= @(In x e, b x 1%) = ( - 1)“. 
(11.2) v(bx~“,fnxa)=B(kebxflz+exIn,f~xa)=~(exIn,f”xa)=i-1. 
Let g: 12% --f Sn be a map which is simplicial on subdivisions of fsn 
and Sn. 
Let tn and sn be two disjoint simplices of S” and suppose that their 
orientations are coherent with the orientation of Sm. Furthermore, let tn 
and sn be the integral n-cocycles of&‘” which are defined by the relations 
tnt,= 1, tnti=o if f# & t,, 
snsn= 1, snsk=O if sL# & sn. 
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Then the Hopf invariant H(g) of the map g can be defined by 
H(g) = v((t*d% (s”sP) (n>2). 
We want to compute the Hopf invariant H(g) only for the following 
special maps g: 
(i) g =Gh, the Hopf suspension of a map h: P-r xX*-l + Sn-1. Assume 
that h is of type (p, q), that is to say the restricted mapsS*-1 x e + X*-l 
and e x1.9-l --f Sfi-1 have degree p and q respectively. 
(ii) g is a representative map for the Whitehead product [Ln, ~~1, where 
Lo is the positive generator of nn(S*). 
Ad (i). g=Gh, E,: X*-r xS*-r -+X*-r of type (p, q), n>2. 
Take the simplex tn in E “+ and sn in E?. Then (Pg)b is a (n- 1)-cycle 
of I* x fm. Xo there exists an integer p’ such that (t*g)b is homologous 
to p’(b x f*). To determine p’, we form 
v(i* x a, (t*g)b) = v(f* x a, p’(b x I*)) = ( - l)*p’. 
On the other hand we have by definition 
v(f*xa, (t~g)b)=(t~g)((-l)n-lfnx k,,+I* x e). 
(t*g)(( - l)*-If* x k,,) = 0, since q(i* x In) C E?. . 
Therefore we obtain: v(f* x a, (tng)b) = (t*g)(I* x e). 
The restricted map g: li* x e -+ S*-r has degree p, so the restricted map 
g: (I* x e, f* x e) --f (ET, X*-l) has degree (- l)*p. 
Because of this fact we obtain: (t*g)(I* x e)=( - l)fip. Hence p’=p. 
Thus (t*g)b is homologous to p(b x j*). 
By analogous considerations, we obtain that (s*g)b is a (n-1)-cycle of 
f* x In which is homologous to ( - l)*+l q(f* x a). 
By the foregoing results we can write down: 
H(g) =v((t*g)ig, (sng)b) = v(p(b x ffi), ( - l)*+lq(f* x a)) = ( - l)*+lpq. 
(11.3) Lemma 
Let h: S*-1 xX*-r + Sn-1 be a map of type (p, q), and let 
Gh: fan -+ S* be the Hopf suspension of h. 
Then H(Gh) = (- l)*+lpq. (n> 2) 
Ad (ii). g is a representative map for [LB, Ia], n>2. 
We may choose the map g: (f* x In+ (- 1)” In x 1%) --t S* such that 
g(x, y)=&(y) if x E f%, y E In, 
g(x, y)=@,(x) if x E I*, y E I*. 
Let t, and sn be chosen as before. Then it is clear that (t*g)b = cn-1 +&-I, 
where ~~-1, dn-l are (n- I)-cycles of In xi*, fn x I* respectively. 
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So there exist integers m, m’ such that c+i is homologous to m(b x 1%) 
and d,-l is homologous to rn’(jn x a). To determine m, we form 
~(1% x a’, (tng)b) = w(In x a’, m(b x In) +m’(.in x a)) = 
= mw(fn x a’, b x 1%) = ( - l)“m, 
where we have chosen a suitable a’ E Ifi. 
On the other hand, we have: 
v@n x a’, (tng)b) = w(( - l)n-11% x k,,t +lfi x e, (tng)b) = (tng)(ln x e) = + 1, 
since g(fn x I%,,<) does not contain tn and since the restricted map 
g:(Inxe,fnxe)+(Sn,e) 
has degree + 1. Therefore m = ( - l)n, hence en-i is homologous to 
(- l)n(b x in). By similar calculations we obtain that m’ = + 1, so dn-1 
is homologous to j?a x a. 
In the same way we deduce that (s”g)b=c~-l+d~-1, where ci-1, d;-.1 
are (n- l)-cycles of I12 x jn, fn x In respectively. 
It turns out that CL-~ is homologous to (-l)a(b’xfn), and that d;-1 
is homologous to 1% x a’, where a’, b’ E 1%. 
By suitable choices for a’ and b’, we obtain: 
w((tng)B, (sng)b)=w(( - l)n(b x lin)+j*xa, (- l)n(b’xfn)+jnx a’)= 
= ( - l)w(b x lin, In x a’) + ( - l)w(f” x a, b’ x in) = ( - lp + 1. 
(11.4) Lemma 
H([l 12, h])=(-l)n+l. (n>z) 
Notice that our results agree with Theorem (5.1) and (5.38) of [16], 
if the sign in Theorem (5.1) of [16] is corrected as pointed out by J. H. C. 
Whitehead in [20]. 
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